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A Customer Experience Agency
Growth Marketing | Web Designing | Graphic Designing | Profile Management
Online Reputation Management | Search Engine Optimization
Branding | Digital Marketing Audit
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Our Mission
“Our Mission is to create meaningful experiences that build brands,
strengthen relationships and grow businesses.”
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Welcome
Our Success Stories Speak For Themselves.
At Solution Wagon we believe in putting customers first. From the
last 4 years, the company has emerged as leading Growth Marketing
agency which provides customer oriented services that has helped
companies to acquire new customers and achieve an early ROI.
With high versatility, teamwork and constant skill improvement we
have been able to write many successful brand stories in multiple
domains. We feel very proud for having the best team who works
together as a family to meet the desired business goals of our
clients.
Finding new ideas and strategies to create brilliant business
opportunities and giving value-added solutions, we adapt new
technologies and induce excellent techniques to meet the needs of
our regarded clients at the front line of the company’s core interest
within the areas of Web Design, Digital Marketing and Brand
Development.
We stand by the Motto :

Our Success Stories Speak For Themselves
Dilpreet Singh Sidana
Director- Solution Wagon
Secsolser Private Limited
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About Solution Wagon
Solution Wagon is a registered brand name of Secsolser Private
Limited.
At Solution Wagon, We're on a mission to do away with the
buffoonery running rampant in today’s agencies. To focus on
doing what’s right for your customer (which just so happens to
be what’s right for your business).
Because when you boil it down, creating great customer
experiences is what gets customers to buy more, keeps them
loyal and makes you look like a rock star. We’re a reaction
against the ridiculous and we’re here to make a difference.
Solution Wagon aims to provide all IT & marketing solutions
under one roof with the best price in the market. From concepts
to delivery, we’ll execute your marketing campaigns, needs and
anything else that fall under our umbrella with intelligence,
dedication and creativity as quickly as you need.

Say YES to Smart Solutions, Say YES to Solution Wagon
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About Secsolser Private Limited
Secsolser – an acronym for Secure Solutions & Services, Was
formed in 2017 with two Directors Harjinder Kaur Sidana &
Dilpreet Singh Sidana. The Mother-son duo had a clear objective in
mind to provide the Quality service at reasonable prices to all
Customers.
With time, Secsolser Private Limited has emerged into multiple
domains catering wide variety of audiences. the company is
presently working in IT and Digital marketing with Brand Solution
Wagon. The Company has also expanded into domain of retail &
Corporate personalized Gifting solutions with Brand - The Gift
Wagon.

With consistent and dedicated efforts the team of 2 has
successfully matured into a team of 20+. The whole team has made
it possible to keep our clients happy and satisfied through the
process of their business management.. We feel proud for having
such exuberant team.
The future goal of the company is to expand the boundaries into
Cyber Security and Franchising Solutions.
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Company Details
Establishment Year
2017
CIN
U72900DL2017PTC319942
GST
07AAYCS8769H1Z8
Registered Office
4498 Shora Kothi,
Paharganj, New Delhi, 110055
Corporate office
449 Tricity Plaza, Level 4, Peer
Muchalla Road, Zirakpur, Punjab,
140603
Contact Details
+91-8950 885 118
+91-1762 431 844
info@solutionwagon.com
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Why Choose Us?
“If you really want to do something, you'll find a way. If you don't, you'll find an excuse.”

Your Future is Created by what you want to do

Today
Not Tomorrow

4+

250+

Years in Service

Websites Developed

10000+
Graphics Designed

20+

350+

130+

In House team

Influencers Connect

Satisfied Clients
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Our Area of Expertise

Web Development

Search Engine Optimization

Growth Marketing

Profile Management
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Graphic Designing

Online Reputation Management

Growth Marketing
Website traffic is good but conversions are even better. Our team works in multiple
directions by using technology along with brainstorming to make your brand a top leader
in the global market. We ensure your website on top ranks, along with making your
business a ‘Brand’ which will improve your returns on investment. We understand that
every company needs different marketing strategies to boost their business. We are the
best agency in Chandigarh for Social Media Marketing and we will surely help your brand
to grow & stand apart from others.
Our Area of Expertise
 Facebook Marketing
 Instagram Marketing

 Linkedin Marketing
 Twitter Marketing
 Snapchat Marketing

 Quora Marketing
 Lead Generation
 Email Marketing
 PPC Ads
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Web Design & Development
In today’s business world, every company needs a website as a virtual place for their
work. Our team of website designers transforms an idea, or a story, into a visually
appealing design, and uses their layout to build the user experience throughout the
whole website. Once the design part is completed, our experienced website developers
work on web languages and software tools to develop the design and functionality of a
website. We have separate team of front end developers and back end developers who
work together to make exceptionally great websites for your business.
Our Area of Expertise
 Web Designing
 Web Development

 Wordpress Websites
 Wordpress Plug-ins Development
 Ecommerce Websites

 Custom Websites
 Website Maintenance & Development
 Desktop Apps Development
 ERP & CRM Development
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Graphic Designing
It’s a competitive world out there, and making a good first impression is vital to
communicating your objectives and establishing relationships with prospective clients.
That is why developing a professional image and eye catching materials are an essential
part of an effective marketing strategy. Our design team works collaboratively to give
your company an eye catching brand to put you ahead of your competitors. From logos
to print work to packaging, we deliver inspired, effective, intelligent work for your brand.
If you are having a vision, we have the talent and tools to make it a reality. We can help
even in the case you are not clear about what you want.

Our Area of Expertise
 Brochures & Catalogues Designing
 Packaging Designing
 Letterhead & Visiting Card Designing
 Labels & Sticker Designing

 Social Media Banners
 Concept Graphics
 Minimalist Posters

 Promotional Flyers
 Artist Posters
 Designing As Per Requirement
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Logo Designing
A logo is the graphic extension of the internal realities of a company. Logo is not just a
random mixture of imagination and typography, its much more than that. It is a visual
representation, an unspoken voice that defines your business. At Solution Wagon, we
create designs that encourages viewers to learn more about it.

Our Area of Expertise
 Monogram Logos
 Word Mark Logos
 Pictorial Mark Logos
 Abstract Mark Logos

 Mascot Logos
 Combination Mark Logos
 Emblem Logos

 Golden Ratio Logos
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Search Engine Optimization
Search Engine Optimization is all about improving the quality of traffic so that you
only get right visitor on your website who is genuinely interested in the services or
products that you offer and increasing the number of visitors as much as possible by
improving your position on search engine result pages by implementing organic
methods. With a vast Experience of 5 years in this field we have more than 1000+
keywords ranking on top pages of search engines
Our Area of Expertise

 On Page SEO

Websites with Ranking
Keywords
www.nekc.in
Electric kart event in India
Electric kart competition
India biggest electric kart
event
www.speedcarwash.com
Car Detailing franchise
Car washing services
Car wash business
opportunity

 Off Page SEO
 Local SEO
 Backlink Generation
 Keyword Management

www.Cozicars.com
Car spa at home
Steam car cleaning franchise
Car detailing franchise

 SEO Audit
 E Commerce SEO
 Video SEO

www.solitaireceramics.com
Ceramic coating franchise
Bike detailing services
Ceramic Coating Services
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Online Reputation Management
& Profile Management
In the Current digital era, Online Reputation Management (ORM) is the mandatory
process for every business that maintains their business presence online because
reputation builds brand, creates trust and reduce the risk factors. Solution Wagon is one
of the leading ORM Company in India that provides online reputation management
services that builds and manages your brand reputation on social networking sites, blogs,
forums and SERPs.

Our Area of Expertise
 Online Reputation Protection
 Reviews & Ratings
 Strategy Management

 Improve Google Ranking
 Brand Search Management
 Facebook Profile Management

 LinkedIn Profile Management
 Artist Management
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Digital Marketing Audit
In the absence of an audit, businesses don’t usually ask themselves the pointed
questions that are crucial in refining a strategy and ensuring their efforts and dollars are
getting invested in the right direction.
Who Needs a Marketing Audit ?
Companies with in house digital marketing team, Companies who want to introduce new
product, people who acquired new business recently or anyone who want to know why
things aren’t working for their brand.
Our Area of Expertise

 Website Audit
 UI/UX Audit
 Social Media Audit
 Email Marketing Audit
 SEO Audit
 Paid Ads & SEM Audit
 Brand Presence Audit
 Brand Activation Audit

 Performance Analysis Audit
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Why Our Customer Loves Us
We at Solution Wagon provide honest opinions and
feedbacks to customers with a ‘No-nonsense attitude’.
We work Closely with our clients as an asset to their
organization providing the creative & innovative touch
that is needed to boost the business.

Customer Satisfaction
The most important part in a communication is hearing what
isn’t said, with us you will experience whole new dimensions of
working where our team goes extra mile to provide best
solutions in time bound deadlines.

Custom Solutions
Every problem has a different Solution and every business
needs simple yet innovative solutions to conquer the existing
market share. We at solution Wagon provides you complete
custom solutions designed specifically as required.

Cost Effectiveness
Quality has nothing to do with cost, and we are proof for that.
We provide the best solution at the minimum cost possible. We
seek our growth with you so we help you to grow your business
empire in a limited budget.
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‘You don't lead by pointing and telling people
some place to go.
You lead by going to that place and making a
case.
—Ken Kesey.’
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Testimonials
What our Clients Say about us
The whole of Solution Wagon is an expert in whatever they do. The effort put by all the team
members is visible in the work they do.
I have been associated with Solution Wagon for over a year now for Website Development.
They have completed all the projects with full enthusiasm and dedication. They have never
given me a single chance to complain about anything!
I would definitely recommend them.
Ms. Anuratti Vidyarrthi
Founder – Digital Raindrop
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Testimonials
What our Clients Say about us
My experience with solution wagon was amazing. They were very patient and have good sense
of understanding towards someone’s business. The best part is they provide constant and clear
communication along with realistic and honest expectation. Not only this, but they also keep
up with their words and completed my work before deadline without any reminder which is the
best of this company. Additionally, they constantly monitor our progress, continually optimize
Strategy and find new changes to make without giving any reminder to them. Overall, I liked
their services a lot and would definitely recommend to my other friends as well.

Ms. Lochan Bansal
Founder – Luxe Makeovers
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Testimonials
What our Clients Say about us
Solution Wagon has ability to convert ideas into a feasible solution. Unlike others, they have a
professional approach towards what they do and way of presenting logo was absolutely a next
world idea to give client a realtime experience. The best part is that team is very humble and
respects the timelines.
Thanks for support Solution Wagon!! Looking forward towards working with you again in
future.
Mr. Imad Siddiqui
Founder – Autorev Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
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Marketing is no longer about the stuff that
you make, but about the stories you tell.
We are Damn Good at Story Telling
Connect with us to checkout
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Our Clients
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Our Clients
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‘We get to live in a time that we get to
use social media as a tool’
Follow Us On
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Do You Have Any Questions?
info@solutionwagon.com | +91-8950-855-118, +91-1762-431-844

Visit us
#449 Tricity Plaza, Peer Muchalla Rd, Zirakpur, Punjab, 140603
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THANK YOU
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